Abstract. The missing values are not uncommon in real data sets. The algorithms and methods used for the data analysis of complete data sets cannot always be applied to missing value data. In order to use the existing methods for complete data, the missing value data sets are preprocessed. The other solution to this problem is creation of new algorithms dedicated to missing value data sets.
Introduction
The missing values are not uncommon in real data sets. They occur due to the measurement errors or loss of values after acquisition. Many medical data lack some values [18] . Some data may be merged from various sources and they are not fully compatible or they are used with different aim than they were collected with.
The values may miss from the data set completely at random (MCAR) -the probability of an tuple having a missing value for an attribute depends neither on the known values nor on the missing data. In the second type of incompleteness the probability that the tuple has a missing value may depend on the known values, but not on the value of the missing data itself. The is missing at random (MAR) type of incompleteness. In the third type the values do not miss at random (NMAR) -the probability of an instance having missing value for an attribute can depend on the value of that attribute [15] . set of tuples, data examples, vector of tuple's descriptors, data example, number of tuples, descriptor of a tuple, object number of objects set of objects set of attributes attribute, number of attributes in a tuple, set of clusters number of clusters, cluster, partition matrix, membership value of the -th tuple to -th cluster distance between -th cluster's centre and -th tuple
The algorithms and methods used for the data analysis of complete data sets cannot always be applied to missing value data. In order to use the existing methods for complete data, the missing value data sets are preprocessed. The other solution to this problem is the creation of new algorithms dedicated to missing value data sets.
The objective of our paper is to compare various techniques on the same data sets and to determine which approach can discover the localisation of the data clusters in spite of the missing values in the data sets. As the reference cluster localisation we take the clusters elaborated from the complete data set.
In the paper we propose the dissimilarity measure for two cluster sets. We define it as a dissimilarity of localisation of the cluster centres. We plan to use the clustering as the step in creation of the fuzzy rule base for the neuro-fuzzy system. In this approach the localisation of the cluster centre is crucial, the fuzzification of the clusters is to be tuned in tuning procedure.
In the paper we discuss the algorithms for data sets with numerical attributes. The algorithms that take into account the missing attributes have been proposed for data sets with categorical attributes [10] .
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 shortly summarises the preprocessing techniques, Sec. 3 describes the specialised algorithm compared in our paper. Section 4 presents quality measures used in validation of the elaborated clusters. Section 5 describes the data sets and experiments and finally Sec. 6 summaries the paper.
In the paper we follow the general rule for symbols: the blackboard bold uppercase characters are used to denote the sets, uppercase italics -the cardinality of sets, uppercase bolds -matrices, lowercase bolds -vectors, lowercase italics -scalars and set elements. Table 1 lists the symbols used in the paper.
Data preprocessing
The data preprocessing is a common technique for handling incomplete data with methods that proved to be efficient with complete data [9] . This step is not always necessary. In the paper we describe the specialised algorithms for incomplete data, many others techniques have been developed [10] . There are two essential preprocessing techniques: missing values are marginalised or imputed with some values.
Marginalisation (WDS -whole data strategy) removes either incomplete data vectors or the features with missing values. Deletion of the incomplete data vectors is more common than marginalisation of the features.
The missing values are imputed with various techniques: by simple imputation (with zeros, means, medians, random values) or more sophisticated approximation (regression [4, 23] , expectation-maximization [6, 8] , nearest neighbours [26, 27] ).
Mean imputation is one of the most often applied methods. The missing value of an attribute is substituted with a mean of all existing values of this attribute in the whole data set. This method may impute non-existing values into the data vectors. The imputed values may have no physical meaning [23] . Mean imputation is vulnerable to outliers. Median imputation avoids these drawbacks: in this method missing values are imputed with existing values. The outliers have lower influence on median imputation. The disadvantage of this approach is longer time of median calculation in comparison to mean imputation.
The simple mean and median imputation techniques use the whole data set to calculate the mean or median values. For some data sets it is more advantageous to use a certain subset of tuples to calculate mean or median values. Mean or median is calculated basing only on nearest neighbours. The distance function between two objects has to be defined. This method has two main drawbacks: the difficulty in choosing of optimal number ( ) of neighbours and the high cost of finding neighbours.
Both marginalisation and imputation are commonly used due to their simplicity. Imputation is applied more frequently than marginalisation [14] . Preprocessed data become less reliable: marginalisation loses some information, imputation may add non-existing or meaningless information [23] . The imputed values are not labelled and indiscernible form original values what can also be treated as some loss in information. Biological conclusions from imputed data cannot be drawn with high reliability [22] .
Specialised clustering algorithms
The second major approach to clustering of incomplete data is applying specialised and dedicated clustering algorithms. These algorithms use various techniques. Most of them incorporate imputation into clustering procedure.
The algorithm proposed in [20, 19] applies rough sets to clustering of data with missing values. This algorithm will not be further analysed in our paper as it elaborates the rough clusters.
Many specialised algorithms are based on the fuzzy -mean (FCM) algorithm [7] . 
where stands for number of clusters, -number of objects (vectors), -object (data vector), -cluster centre and is membership values of the th object to the th cluster and is weighting exponent [7] . There is no theoretical basis for fixing the value, we use here [5] . The centre of the th cluster is elaborated with the formula
The improved fuzzy -means (IFCM) [21] imputes the missing values iteratively. The clusters are elaborated with full data examples, then the missing values are imputed with weighted mean of values of missing attributes from elaborated clusters' centres. The weights are the membership values of the object in question to the found clusters.
The Partial Distance Strategy (PDS) calculates the distance of the object to the cluster basing only on the existing values. The total distance is modified by the number of used dimensions. The distance of the th object to th cluster is defined as (4) where if th attribute in th object exists, otherwise.
and stands for the number of attributes in the data vector. When the object lacks no values the distance measure defined above is Euclidean measure. This method modifies the formula for cluster centres (cf. Eq. 3):
The Optimal Completion Stategy (OCS) treats the missing values as additional variables. The algorithm is similar to FCM. First the cluster centres and missing values in data set are initialised with random numbers. Then the new membership matrix is calculated and new cluster centres. The missing values are recalculated with formula:
The Nearest Prototype Stategy (NPS) [13] is similar to the OCS. The missing values in an object are recalculated, but instead of applying formula 7 the nearest prototype (object with all attributes) is found and the missing values in object are substituted with respective values of the nearest prototype. For calculating distance the formula 4 is used.
The Nearest Cluster Strategy (NCS) [25] uses the Gustafson-Kessel [12] clustering. First all data with missing values are removed (marginalisation), the cluster centres are calculated. Then for each data vector with missing values the nearest cluster centre is found. When distance is calculated only the existing dimensions are used. Having discovered the nearest cluster , the search for nearby vectors to this cluster is started. These vectors are closer to the discovered cluster than to other clusters' centres. The missing values of the vector are imputed with the mean values of the respective attributes of the vectors neaby to the discovered cluster . Finally the whole set of vectors (original with all attributes and vectors with imputed values) are clustered. In our experiment we use version with the FCM clustering [7] , so that the comparison of the algorithms is more reliable. We do not want to compare the FCM and the Gustafson-Kessel algorithms, but to compare the modifications of clustering algorithms for incomplete data.
Quality of clustering
In this section we shortly describe the indices for evaluating the quality of clustering (Sec. 4.1) and the proposition of an index for comparison of clusters elaborated by the two algorithms (Sec. 4.2).
Quality indices
There seems not to be one good index for evaluating clustering. Many indices have been proposed, in this section we shortly describe the measures as in [5] . Lower values of the indices denote higher quality of clustering. The simplest are partition coefficient
and partition entropy PE (9) Some more sophisticated indices have also been proposed. Xie and Beni [24] proposed index defined as XB (10)
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Xie and Beni use . The index measures both compactness (nominator) and separation (denominator) of clusters [5] .
Fukuyama and Sugeno proposed [16] index defined as
where stands for grand mean over all data vectors.
Czogała and Łęski defined clustering validity index as mean quotient of dissipation against the cluster centre by dissipation of cluster centre against the centre of the given cluster [5] :
For all indices above lower values mean better clustering.
Comparison of clustering results
All indices presented above are designed for evaluating results of clustering procedure elaborated for one data set. We propose the cluster dissimilarity measure to compare the localisation of the clusters elaborated by various algorithms. We use this index to evaluate the clusters elaborated for incomplete data set in comparison with the clusters for the complete version of the data set. The pseudocode for cluster dissimilarity measure is presented in Fig. 1 . The reference set of clusters is the set elaborated with FCM algorithm for complete data. The second set of clusters is calculated for incomplete data with one of the described above techniques. Then we sort the clusters of each set with the first attribute being the key of sorting. Next we calculate the Euclidean distances between the first clusters in each cluster sequences, then the distance between second pair etc. The distances are added up. We repeat the procedure for each dimension and select minimal value.
The number of all matches of two sets holding clusters each is (the exhaustive search requires an analysis of all permutations of set with items). This is why we proposed the heuristic algorithm presented in Fig. 1 . Its complexity is , where stands for number of dimensions, if we use sorting algorithm. However it should be taken into consideration that when it is more convenient to use the exhaustive search instead of heuristics. The Fig. 2 presents the example of calculation of the dissimilarity measure for two sets of three clusters. 
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Figure 2: The figure illustrates the application of the dissimilarity measure described by the pseudocode in Fig. 1 . Let's assume we have two sets of clusters in two dimensional space: (dashed circles) and (solid circles). The algorithm tries to match the clusters in both sets in all dimensions. First the clusters are match in the dimension, the clusters in both sets are sorted and we get two series:
for the and for the . The matches , and are denoted by solid lines. The distances in this match are summed up. Then the procedure is repeated for the next dimension . In this case the clusters are sorted into series for the and for the . The matches are , and . The distances (denoted by dashed lines, for the dashed line is overprinted by the solid one from the first match) are summed up. The minimal value of sums is returned as the dissimilarity measure.
Experiments
The experiments were conducted on real life data sets. We used preprocessing techniques described above with subsequent FCM and specialised algorithms for clustering incomplete data. The reference cluster set was elaborated with FCM and complete data. The complete data set contains the whole information and incomplete data sets miss some information. This approach seems reasonable although it has been shown in [11] that rules induced from incomplete data sets can be more useful than rules induced from complete data sets. It requires more research to check whether similar situation may occur in clustering task.
The stop condition of algorithms is an alternative of two subconditions:
, where stands for the number of iterations or
, where is the maximal number of iterations.
Our objective was to test whether various algorithms can discover similar localisation of clusters or whether each of them discovers totally different clusters for the same data sets. To check this we tried to find the best match of clusters in two cluster sets. We used the algorithm described in Sec. 4.2.
Data sets
The 'Iris' data set is commonly known and consists of 150 samples of Iris plants divided into three classes. Each data tuple is represented by 4 attributes (sepal length, sepal width, petal length and petal width). The 'Glass' data set [2] is an imbalanced version of the Glass data set, where the positive examples belong to class 2 and the negative examples belong to the rest. The data set can be downloaded from public repository . The data set has 214 instances of 9-feature tuples.
The 'Telugu' data set [17] describes Telugu vowels. They are characterised by 3 attributes (frequency values) and class ('a', 'e', 'i', 'u', 'o' and ' ' vowels). The data set contains 871 vowels.
The incomplete data sets were created from the data described above. The ratio of missing value is: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 25%. The value miss at random in three patterns:
form the whole data set (NMAR), only from one attribute, other attributes are complete, only from one cluster, other clusters are complete (MAR).
Each approach was started 10 times for each option (missing value ratio and the missing pattern), the averages of indices, times and number of iterations are presented in tables and figures.
http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/dataset.php?cod=121
Results
The experiments were conducted for following values of the parameter: , , ,
For the brevity of the paper we will limit the presented results only to . One value shows the results sufficiently good. In the experiments we use applied preprocessing ('mar' -marginalisation of objects, ' ' -average imputation, ' ' -median imputation, ' ' -nearest neighbours average imputation, ' ' -nearest neighbours median imputation) and subsequent FCM algorithms and specialised algorithm: IFCM, PDS, OCS, NPS and NCS.
The results of the experiments on the 'Iris' data set are presented in Tab The results show that the for small ratios of missing values the best results are elaborated by median imputation (both simple and nearest neighbours). The specialised clustering algorithms take about twice more time than preprocessing and FCM algorithm. The results show that the number of iteration is lower in preprocessing and complete data clustering than in the specialised algorithms.
For higher ratios of missing values ( ) the specialised algorithms are more advantageous. The NCS algorithm has the longest time of clustering. It is worth mentioning that even for high missing value ratio ( ) marginalisation is better than all imputation method we have analysed, but worse than specialised algorithms. Marginalisation is the quickest method for high missing ratios, this seems natural. The analysed methods are independent of the kind of missing pattern (described in Sec. 5.1).
The cluster quality indices are not unanimous in case of the specialised algorithms. The Fukuma-Sugeno index points the IFCM algorithm as the best one, whereas the Bensaid index points this algorithm as the worst one. For the 'Iris' data set the XieBeni and Czogała-Łęski indices do not show unambiguously the most advantageous algorithm for the specialised ones. For the 'Telugu' data set the Czogała-Łęski index orders the algorithm from the best OCS through IFCM to the worst PDS algorithm. The dissimilarity index is in concordance with the Czogała-Łęski, Bensaid and XieBeni indices. Basing on the clustering indices it cannot be stated which specialised algorithm elaborates the best results. These algorithms differ severely in times of calculation. The IFCM differs by one and the NCS by two orders of magnitude in time of calculation from the PDS, OCS and NPS algorithms. The dissimilarity measures is in concordance with partition entropy (Eq. 9), Xie-Beni (Eq. 10), Fukuyama-Sugeno (Eq. 11) and Czogała-Łęski (Eq. 13) indices.
The results achieved for the 'Iris' dataset with missing values from one cluster are gathered in Tab. 4 . The experiments were repeated for all data sets with missing Table 3 : The dissimilarity index between cluster sets for the complete 'Glass' data set and incomplete sets with various missing value ratio. The abbreviations are the same as in Tab. 2. 1  219  216  216  216  216  225  140  135  2  215  207  209  209  209  219  142  123  5  195  181  181  181  180  196  143  95  10  165  128  128  128  128  255  146  42  20  115  40  40  40  42  236  155  38  50  29  92  90  90  87  322 182 187 
Conclusions
The paper presents the comparison of several clustering algorithms for data sets with missing values. We analysed the preprocessing techniques and specialised algorithms for data missing values. The experiments show that for moderate missing ratio ( ) it is more advantageous to use preprocessing method (the best is median imputation). For high missing ratios ( ) the specialised algorithms should be used, but it is worth mentioning that simple marginalisation can elaborate better results than imputation in preprocessing. The results seems to be independent of the type of data loss: missing from the whole data set, missing from only one cluster or attribute. The proposed dissimilarity measure (although its different objective) seems to be in concordance with the cluster quality indices.
